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Abstract

Transportation agencies often own extensive networks of monocular traffic cameras, which are typically used for traffic monitoring by officials and experts. While the information captured by these cameras can also be of great value in transportation planning and operations, such applications are less common due to the lack of scalable methods and tools for data processing and analysis. This paper exemplifies how the value of existing traffic camera networks can be augmented using the latest computing techniques. We use traffic cameras owned by the City of Austin to study pedestrian road use and identify potential safety concerns. Our approach automatically analyzes the content of video data from existing traffic cameras using a semi-automated processing pipeline powered by the state-of-art computing hardware and algorithms. The method also extracts a background image at analyzed locations, which is used to visualize locations where pedestrians are present, and display their trajectories. We also propose quantitative metrics of pedestrian activity which may be used to prioritize the deployment of pedestrian safety solutions, or evaluate their performance.
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Introduction

Incorporating Internet of Things (IoT) and smart devices within an intelligent transportation system (ITS) usually comes with substantial up-front costs for installation and deployment. At the same time, advances in algorithm development and software design bring new opportunities to increase utilization of existing transportation infrastructure. In this paper, we present an approach that utilizes existing traffic monitoring cameras within an intelligent transportation system to understand pedestrian movement patterns and safety.

Due to their low maintenance and operational cost, video sensors, such as pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras, are commonly installed along freeways and arterial streets [1]. However, the use of video data from these cameras for system performance/safety assessment or strategic planning is not widespread. Transportation Management Centers (TMCs) primarily use traffic video data from roadside cameras to identify incidents, prepare the response for emergency situations, manage traffic in special events, and
dispatch technicians for maintenance [2]. The video data is also used to manually conduct traffic studies, including collecting traffic counts by mode, turning movement counts for traffic signal timing applications, and conducting safety analysis by observing the behavior of traffic in weaving zones [3]. Such applications are usually labor intensive, and impractical for large-scale implementation.

While traffic video data analysis software tools exist, they are mostly used to support real-time traffic operations, commonly focusing on one type of analysis, and often deployed in dedicated, specialized hardware. Examples of video data use include safety analysis for intersections and corridors [4–6], identification of unusual events on corridors, such as wrong-way driving and stalled vehicles [7], generation of traffic statistics including counts and queue lengths, and for vehicular emission analysis by estimating traffic speeds [8].

While possible, the analysis of historical video camera data is not common in practice due to the significant storage and computing resources required to support it. Traffic monitoring data is often discarded after pre-specified time periods ranging from one day to one year, depending on the recording purpose[2].

In this paper we propose a flexible framework for collecting and analyzing videos from existing traffic monitoring cameras. We present a prototype pipeline for traffic camera video content recognition and analysis, and explore its use to support pedestrian safety analysis. The proposed framework is more general than traditional traffic video analysis tools, typically designed to accomplish a single type of analysis. Further, our approach separates the expensive computational steps of object recognition from the subsequent data intensive analysis, allowing using different hardware and software resources at each stage for maximum efficiency.

The proposed use case is selected because of the significant challenges in systematically studying and evaluating pedestrian safety and activity patterns in the transportation system; the latter is critical for transportation planners and policy makers. As an example, transportation agencies often make substantive changes to a wide range of built environment features seeking to foster physical activity. Walking is one of the most sustainable modes of transportation, and promoting walking can contribute to the development of healthy and livable communities. However, pedestrians are the most vulnerable group among all non-motorized modes, and endure the highest share of fatal road collisions.

Pedestrian safety analysis involves identifying factors leading to unsafe conditions at a particular location, and has traditionally been conducted based on the judgment and experience of traffic safety professionals. The collection and analysis of video data at critical locations provides an opportunity to capture and analyze traffic conflicts based on a permanent, verifiable account of road user behavior. The former reduces the need to rely on ad hoc decision making [9]. However, if analyses are conducted by human observers, there is a limitation in the number of locations and analysis periods that may be
considered. Automated approaches to effectively recognize, analyze and store pedestrian activities over time are needed. The technical challenges associated with pedestrian activities analysis using traffic monitoring video data are different from those faced when conducting traffic flow analyses. Regular roadside cameras are installed to have wide and deep fields of view. Pedestrian activities only occupy a small portion of the view, and at many locations are only present sporadically. Further, pedestrians are smaller than cars, and are more frequently subject to obstruction from other objects within the scene.

This paper describes an effort to extend a framework already tested for traffic analysis [10] to the study of pedestrian travel. The prototype application analyzes video recordings over time and generates two types of visual summaries of pedestrian activities: a visualization of locations where pedestrians are present, and a display of their trajectories. The software tool capabilities and potential applications are exemplified using camera data gathered from actual locations in the City of Austin.

Methodological Approach and Implementation
We have proposed a framework that separates the video analysis process into two distinct parts: object recognition and analysis of recognized objects [10]. The approach uses convolutional neural networks to detect and track the motion of objects from each frame in the video stream, and then store and process information using Spark programming framework for scalability [10]. By combining the best practice of object recognition through deep learning and big data processing through Spark the framework can efficiently process large volume traffic video data and meet evolving analytic needs over time.

Video collection and processing pipeline
To implement the framework, we have set up a multi-systems cross-domain video aggregation and analysis pipeline (Figure-1). Raw videos are originated from IP cameras in the City of Austin (CoA) private network, which has limited accessibility. To overcome this, the CoA set up a proxy server to forward selected video feeds from the IP cameras to a storage cluster hosted at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). The recorded video can be then be processed by another high-performance computing cluster at TACC. Processed data is saved in the storage server, which is accessed by our project server for results dissemination purposes. The project server also hosts tools and scripts to schedule video recording and processing tasks.
Pedestrian recognition and activity detection

The proposed processing approach consists of two main steps: the video content recognition step identifies and labels all physical objects from original input video files using a deep-learning based algorithm; the second step is object tracking, which “follows” each recognized object across all frames in the input video.

Our video content recognition process is based on Darknet, an open source library of image recognition [10, 11]. The core algorithm utilizes a convolution-neural-network-based object detection system, YOLOv2, to analyze each frame of an input video [11]. For each frame, the algorithm outputs a list of objects including their location in the frame, class label, and confidence of recognition. We have limited recognition to seven class labels that are most relevant, including person, car, bus, truck, bicycle, motorcycle, and traffic light. To improve algorithmic performance and maximize utilization of multi-node computing clusters, we have also adapted the YOLO implementation for parallel execution [10]. Our implementation enables parallel object recognition on multiple frames using pthread within individual compute nodes, and using MPI for inter-node communication. Specifically, one thread is used to pre-fetch $n$ frames, while $n$ extra worker threads are assigned to labeling. Since each worker thread is independent, near-ideal linear scaling can be achieved for longer videos [10]. For video recordings from different times/locations, multiple video files can be processed independently across multiple nodes concurrently. A non-maximum suppression (NMS) algorithm with the locally maximal confidence measure is used to remove unnecessary/duplicated objects. In addition to content recognition, the framework outputs a background image (i.e. non-moving features) from each video recording. For more details about the original YOLO algorithm and our implementation, please refer to [11] and [10], respectively.

To track object across video frames, we compare recently recognized objects with previously recognized objects. Particularly, we use background subtraction techniques to differentiate moving objects from still ones or background. Redundant objects are also filtered out within this component.
To track pedestrians in particular, we propose an approach based on predicted positions of objects from previous frames (Figure-2). The algorithm is initialized with the set of recognized “person” objects in each frame. For each recognized object in the first frame, we initialize a trajectory for that object. Recognized objects in the subsequent frame are associated to the closest objects from the previous frame. Once a trajectory has more than two distinct positions, direction and velocity of the trajectory can be estimated. In subsequent frames, we compute the distance between all identified objects and the predicted positions of existing trajectories at that frame. If the distance between an object and a trajectory is larger than a pre-defined threshold, the algorithm will generate a new trajectory. Otherwise, the object position is added to the trajectory whose predicted position is the closest.

A complete list of all tracked objects with corresponding detailed information is stored in a structured data file for further study. The result files are subject to additional analysis and visualization. The pedestrian safety case study presented below was conducted using a Spark program to read and process results files from multiple video recordings. The detection and tracking of pedestrians can also be exported as a delimited file for further analysis. Figure-3 shows an example of pedestrian-crossing-road events. Each row represents a pedestrian track detected through the algorithm, and includes information on file names, size of the tracks, start and end frames, and start and end locations on the video. For the crossing event detection, there is an additional column appended at the end to indicate if the track is considered as a pedestrian crossing event or not.

Case study: understanding the location of frequent pedestrian street-crossing.

The use case analyzed for this application consists of identifying locations where pedestrians frequently...
cross a street. This is an important step towards understanding the impact of measures designed to promote street crossing on designated safe areas, such as crosswalks. We selected several camera locations in Austin, Texas, and used the video aggregation pipeline to record video segments throughout the daylight time. These locations include sites where a pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB) will be or has been recently installed, and where data collection can support impact assessment.

Based on our processing method results, we propose a quantitative metric and qualitative visual data representations to support a better understanding of time-dependent pedestrian activity patterns.

Quantifying pedestrian activity: The Activity Index

Equation 1 defines the activity index, which is computed based on the detection results with the goal of summarizing pedestrian presence at the analyzed location over a pre-defined time period.

\[
\text{Activity Index (AI)} = \frac{\text{Number of Person Identities}}{\text{Number of Frames of Video}}
\]  

[1]

The activity index can be used as a singular numerical indicator of pedestrian presence. A higher value indicates more pedestrian activity in a video recording per unit time. The measure can be used for comparison purposes across different locations and times of day. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the activity index between 5 a.m. and 9 p.m. on Lamar and 24th Street.

![Activity Index by time of day for Lamar & 24th Street on April 28, 2018.](image)

Visual comparison of pedestrian activity patterns over time.

To help users intuitively understand pedestrian road use over time, we propose the visual representation presented in Figure-5. The analyze data was collected on Oct. 1, 2018 at the intersection of Ashdale Drive and Burnet Road, using a camera located at Burnet Road and Anderson Lane.
Figure 5 visual summary of pedestrian activity patterns by time of day on Oct 1, 2018 at Burnet and Ashdale.

Figure 5 presents the location of detected pedestrians for four time periods, represented using different colors. Colors yellow and red correspond to the a.m. and p.m. peak periods, respectively. In the legend we also present the actual number of crossing events identified during each time period.

Visual representations of pedestrian activity level.
Figure 5 suggests that there is more pedestrian activity on sidewalks than crossing events. The former is partly explained by the presence of two bus stops on each side of the road at the selected location. To understand pedestrian activity level by location, we propose the heatmap presented in (Figure 6).
Figure-6 heatmap view to indicate where pedestrians have been detected the most over Oct.1 and Oct. 2 2018

In Figure-6, the frequency of pedestrian appearances (pedestrian activity level, defined as the fraction of frames where a pedestrian object is detected on any given pixel) is indicated through a color map. The results shown are consistent with expectations of where people spend time at bus stops. Figure-6 also shows a small region in the middle of the road with high level of pedestrian activity, which is consistent with pedestrians stopping in the middle of the road during road-crossing events. The latter is a potential safety concern that requires further monitoring.

Discussion

Artificial intelligence technologies can greatly reduce the effort involved in analyzing video data, and frameworks such as the one presented here can facilitate research traditionally based on manual video data analysis, and promote further work on video data applications and integration. A unique advantage of our framework is to convert video recordings into queryable information, which can accommodate multiple subsequent use cases without re-processing [12]. While the framework and specific applications are still under development, we have exemplified their potential to support useful analyses with minimal effort compared to manual processing.

The approach provides a space-saving alternative for raw video data storage, as the output of recognized objects can be much smaller than the raw video files. The storage requirement is significantly reduced when the raw video is no longer needed, and the data becomes anonymized, since identifiable information is not stored with recognized objects. Our method facilitates the preservation of useful key traffic information for large regions in the long term.

An additional benefits of the proposed approach is that processed data can be combined with other
datasets to conduct more complex analyses. For example, video data may be combined with loop detector data and signal timing data to understand pedestrian compliance with traffic signals. Traffic data from Bluetooth or Wavetronix sensors may support a more comprehensive assessment of pedestrian behavior by providing contextual information including prevalent vehicle speeds and traffic volumes.

The use cases presented in this work illustrate the benefits and limitations of the proposed methodology. Our video aggregation pipeline has the potential to support long-term road usage monitoring. The flexibility of the data selection and filtering capabilities is expected to enables further applications. In addition to the visual summaries described in this study, quantitative outputs can be generated to facilitate the comparison of conditions across different locations or time ranges, and to evaluate the impact of infrastructure changes and construction scenarios, among others.
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